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About This Game

Uncrewed is a real-time strategy game for the PC with the ability to design units from scratch. Unlike in more traditional RTS,
units obey the laws of physics, making design choices especially important.

The story takes place sometime in the future when sentient machines are seemingly all that is left of intelligent life. In a search
for an elusive piece of software, authored by their mysterious and powerful creator, the machines have banded into warring

factions. They predict that the code will not only provide the answer for the meaning of their existence, but also give the
ultimate power to the first one to execute it.
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Features

Design your own units from scratch.

A variety of land, water and air propulsion methods: wheels, treads, walker legs, jet engines, fans.

Bend, twist, taper, scale available parts (plates, frames, tubes etc.) to further diversify your unit aesthetics and
functionality.

Apply decals to units.

Multiple weapon classes with distinct weaknesses and strengths.

Physics: Unit design affects its performance on the battlefield, as it obeys the laws of physics (e.g. massive units are
slower and require more energy; a high center of gravity makes the unit unstable).

Assembly Factory: Control and optimize the unit assembly process itself (e.g. the way the unit is built determines its
construction time).

Single Player Campaign.

Online Multiplayer: Matchmaking, Private Games, LAN.

Steam Workshop support.
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Title: Uncrewed
Genre: Action, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Quite Different Mechanics
Publisher:
Quite Different Mechanics
Release Date: 28 Jul, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 2.2 Ghz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9 compatible video card with 512 MB of VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 compatible sound card

English
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I'm returning this game.
Sure you can build stuff, but the model only matters for Center of Mass and hitpoints.

It's got a good modeling engine, so if you wanted to recreate units from another RTS game, maybe it's good.
But the mechanics aren't anything to write home about.

All of the intresting stuff you get via the campain somehow, but it doesn't incentive any playstyles with tradeoffs, just upgrades
as far as I can tell.

The UI is also lacking.

It's an intresting concept, but not fun to play.
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